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studies it was shown that the pattern of masking effects produced by a back-

ground of particular spatial frequency content upon a set of test targets cannot

be predicted without knowing the temporal characteristics of both the background
and target. An experiment on light-dark adaptation demonstrated that a spatial
contrast sesitivity function defined by either a pattern or flicker criterion
changes i~p shape when the level of light-dark adaptation is changed. In an
experjmKent designed to be optimal for observing the spatial spread of an inhibi-
tcr effect of transient channels on sustained channels, none was obtained.

(2)"Studies of the effects of sine-wave adaptation on perceptual organization.
Selective adaptation to sine-wave gratings was found to bias the perceptual or-
ganization of a bistable spatiotemporal display Evidence was most conclusive
that the perceptual grouping of elements._Jnto-aTunit was the result of passive
1owrpass..-fil-tering-'of Spqtla "frequency components by transient channels.

(3) Studies with alternating, Julesz-type random-element patterns. In experi-
ments in which the perception of a global subjective figure depended upon local
correlations of individual elements in successive time frames, it was found
that the clarity of the subjective figure decreased gradually as the orientation
difference between elements in the successive frames increased., This result
suggests that the first stage of the figure formationproc.ess-involved signal

processinginh.ihgh -spatial- frequency -channels.

(-•(4) Studies of dynamic texture processing. The perception of a subjective
figure based upon texture cues in a dynamic display was found to depend upon
a process which consisted of at least two adaptable components: one component
involving a representation or coding of tie spatial details of the individual
texture elements themselves, and another component involving a representation
or coding of the figure as a whole. sThe perception of global figures dis-
cussed under (3) and (4) is most ea•s;--understood in terms of a two-stage
process in which a low-pass spatial filter"'operation is performed on a topo-
graphic pattern of activity in arrays of high •patjal frequency sustained chan-
nel s.

The four types of phenomena described in this report can be used independently
(a) to evaluate the quality of different types of dynamic displays and (b) to
identify potential sources of success and failure in visual performance tasks
nvolving human operators. Taken together they reveal much about the manner
in which the visual system detects and identifies forms, targets, and objects
in cluttered and uncluttered backgrounds, how the visual system responds to
their movement, and how forms or objects retain their- identity despite changes
in their internal make-up or local structure over time. With more research
it should be possible to specify more exactly how the different organizational
tendencies described in this report interact and to spell out in more detail
their relationship to various aspects of the sustained-transient cnannels model
of visual function.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Visual phenomena and displavs

The empirical studies described in this report were designed to

elucidate the visual mechanisms or channels responsible for the spatio-

temporal processing of dynamic displays. We used four different types

of displays to approach the problem of visual spatiotemporal information

processing in four unique ways. In the first series of studies we

employed temporally modulated sine-wave gratings; in the second series of

experiments we used sine-wave adapting displays which were shown to

interact with line-element displays; in the third series of experiments

we used dynamic, random-element displays in which global subjective

figures were not visible in individual frames but depended upon a

temporal cross-correlation process for their emergence; and in the fourth

series of adaptation-test studies, we used random, dynamic, line-element

displays in which global subjective figures were visible in individual

frames of the display. The unique characteristics of each type of

display and the advantages associated with the use of each display are

described in the separate sections of the report. On the whole, the

studies taken together reveal much about the manner in which the visual

system detects and identifies forms, targets, and objects in cluttered

and uncluttered backgrounds, how the visual system responds to their

movement, how movement can degrade the quality of the images of targets

or objects, and how forms or objects retain their overall identity

(perceptual or object constancy) despite changes in their internal make-

up or local structure. Each of the four types of displays and the unique

approach with which they are associated can easily be exploited in
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further experiments designed to understand visual processing of dynamic

displays.

Sustained-transient model of visual information processing

There is considerable neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence

which demonstrates the existence of separate sustained and transient

neurons or channels in mammalian visual systems. In humans sustained

channels have been shown psychophysically to behave like intermediate-

bandpass spatial filters and low-pass temporal filters. One characteriza-

tion of sustained channels that has proved successful in describing the

results of experiments with static imagery is the Fourier-analyzer model

(Pantle, 1974). Transient channels have been shown psychophysically to

behave more like low-pass spatial filters and intermediate-bandpass

temporal filters. The temporal frequency response characteristics of the

transient channels were explored in depth by Pantle (1975, 1978).

The sustained-transient model of visual information processing

(Kulikowski and Tolhurst, 1973; Breitmeyer and Ganz, 1976) is used as the

framework for the conduct and interpretation of the experiments described

in this report. In the first part of the report which deals with sine-

wave grating experiments, we have attempted (1) to determine whether the

sustained-transient model can predict and provide an account of the

simultaneous masking of targets by both steady and flickering backgrounds,

(2) to determine whether the spatiotemporal properties of both sustained

and transient channels change during dark adaptation, and (3) to determine

whether there is spatial interaction at a distance between sustained and

transient channels. In the second part of the report which deals with

experiments in which dynamic line-element and point displays are used, we
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have attempted (1) to determine whether competition between sustained and

transient channels can account for the alternate perceptual organizations

of a bistable motion display (Pantle and Picciano, 1976), (2) to determine

whether temporally extended processing of high spatial frequency informa-

tion by sustained channels can serve as the first stage in the emergence

of global characteristics of objects, and (3) to determine the adequacy

of the sustained-transient model for explaining dynamic texture processing.

9



SIMULTANEOUS SINE-WAVE MASKING

In an earlier report Pantle (1974) summarized the results of

experiments in which he measured contrast detection thresholds for sine-

wave grating targets superimposed on sine-wave backgrounds. The back-

grounds were steadily presented and the targets were superimposed on the

background for 1.7 sec. Because the background and target were steady,

the masking effects reported by Pantle were probably due to visual

interactions in sustained channels. In order to have a broader framework

for understanding sine-wave masking effects in transient as well as

sustained channels, we repeated and extended the original masking

experiments using flickering and steady backgrounds. A discussion of the

purpose of each experiment accompanies the description of its specific

method and results. A consideration of the specific experiments follows

the presentation of the general method and procedures used in all the

masking experiments.

General methods

The stimulus gratings were generated on the face of Tektronix 5103

oscilloscope with a P31 (green phosphor). The general technique described

by Pantle (1973) was used to produce the patterns. In each condition of

each experiment the stimulus patterns were two sinusoidal gratings. One

of the gratings served as the background upon which the second target

grating was superimposed (added algebraically) at predetermined intervals

by a timing circuit. The contrast (modulation amplitude) and spatial

frequency of the background grating could be varied without affecting the

characteristics of the test grating or the space-average luminance of the

display. Similarly, the contrast and spatial frequency of the target
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grating could be varied independently. In order to minimize the local

retinal adaptation produced by the background grating, it was made to

drift continuously across the retina at a very slow rate (.005°/sec).

When the target grating was presented, it drifted at the same speed as

the background and remained phase-locked to it. The relative phase of

the target and background gratings was set so as to maximize the peak-to-

trough difference of the complex waveform formed by the superimposed

gratings. The space-average luminance of the pattern was 2.5 mL. The

patterns were viewed through a rectangular hole in a cardboard screen.

They subtended a visual angle of 3040' horizontally and 3008' vertically.

The hue of the cardboard screen approximately matched that of the

patterns; its luminance was 1.5 mL; and it subtended a visual angle of

9000' horizontally and 7025' vertically. Subjects viewed the display

binocularly from a distance of 137 cm. They fixated a small black spot

in the center of the display. No artificial pupils were used.

General procedure

In each experimental session a temporal, force-choice staircase

procedure was used to determine a subject's contrast threshold for the

target grating superimposed upon the sinusoidal background. The contrast

threshold provided a quantitative measure of the target's visibility.

Each session began with the subject inspecting a background grating of a

given spatial frequency and contrast. The initial inspection period

lasted for 3 min. Thereafter the background remained on, and on the

average an experimenter initiated a test trial every 12 sec. Each test

trial consisted of two intervals separated by a period of 3 sec. Each

interval was accompanied by an auditory tone, and the target grating was

11



superimposed on the background grating during one of the test intervals

according to a random schedule. The remaining interval contained only A

the background grating. The subject attempted to identify the interval

which contained the test target.

A staircase (threshold tracking series) was started with the taroet

contrdst set well above the subject's threshold. Then it was increased

or decreased depending upon the correctness of the subject's response on

each forced-choice trial. If the subject's response was correct on three

successive trials, the contrast of the target was reduced by a step for

the next trial. If the subject's response was incorrect, the contrast

was increased by a step. For thresholds below 1 percent we used a step

size of 0.13 percent contrast up until the first reversal in the direction

of contrast change over a series of trials. After the first reversal, the

step siz.t was 0.06 percent; after the third reversal, 0.03 percent. For

thresholds above 1 percent, &11 the step sizes were doubled. In all

conditions the staircase was terminated at the fourth reversal, and the

contrast value at that time defined the subject's threshold.

Generally, three thresholds were obtained per session. If more than

one background contrast wes used per session, backgrounds of higher

contrast were always used after those of lower contrast. Each new back-

ground contrast was inspected for 3 rain before threshold m2asurements were

begun. Only one target and background spatial frequency were used in a

single session.

_Experiment A: Effects of a steady background on intermediate spatial

f.requ.e!ncy •arw•týs

In Pantle's (1974) original sine-wave masking experiments, a target
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grating was steadily presented for 1.7 sec on a steady background, and the

masking effects obtained were attributed to visual interactions in

sustained channels. However, because the target had a rapid temporal

onset and offset, it is possible that transient channels made some

contribution to the detection of the target, especially when the target

had a low spatial frequency. If so, the masking effect of the background

may have been less than maximal, and the magnitude of the interactions

in sustained channels may have been underestimated. For this reason, we

repeated and extended the original masking experiments by using targets

with gradual onsets and offsets as weli is abrupt onsets and offsets. If

transient channels had contributed to che detection of trie target in the

original experiments, then the function which relates target contrast

threshold to backoround contrast would he expected to be steeper usinq

gradual onset-offset targets, i.e., with the possibility of a contribution

from transient channels essentially eliminated. We also extended the

original experiments by using a flickering target grating in order to

maximize the contribution of transient channels. Under these circumstances

we expected the masking effect of a steady background to be minimal, and

the function which relates target contrast threshold to background contrast

to be very shallow.

Method and results. In Experiment A we measured the contrast

detection threshold for a 2-c/deg grating (target) superimposed upon a

6-c/deg background. Three trained psychophysical observers served as

subjects in the experiment, and the data obtained with each of the subjects

(AJP, KIH, and SIK) are given iii Figures 1-3, respectively. In each

figure, each curve represents the forced-choice contrast threshold
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(ordinate) for one of three types of test targets as a function of the

contrast of the background grating (abscissa). The three types of test

targets were defined by their temporal characteristics. (1) In one case,

when the target grating was presented in one of the intervals of a test

trial, it was steadily presented and had a gradual onset and offset.

That is, its contrast increased linearly over 0.25 sec from zero to the

value chosen for the trial, remained at the chosen level for 1.75 sec, and

then decreased linearly to zero over the next 0.25 sec. Hereafter,

thresholds obtained with these temporal parameters are called GS

thresholds (G for gradual onset-offset, and S for steady presentation).

(2) In another case, the target grating was steadily presented, but had

an abrupt onset and offset. The cuntrast remained at the value chosen for

the trial for 2 sec, but unlike the first case, the contrast reached the

chosen level virtually instantaneously and decayed back to zero virtually

instantaneously. Hereafter, these thresholds are called AS thresholds (A

for abrupt onset-offset, and S for steady presentation). (3) In the

remaining case, the target grating was temporally modulated at 0.5 Hz.

Square-wave modulation was used. The modulated signal was ramped on and

off as in the first case above. Hereafter, these thresholds are called

GF thresholds (G for gradual onset-offset, and F for flicker presentation).

Each data point is based on one staircase, with the exception of a few

data points which are geometric means of two staircases. The leftmost

data point in each figure is the contrast threshold for the test target on

a zero-contrast background, i.e., on a uniform background. Hereafter,

this value will be called the unmasked threshold.

An inspection of Figures 1-3 reveals that the data for all three
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subjects are simi lar in all iri 10-o.,nt respects. For this reason further

discussion of the results of Expe 'i~vent A is based on the average

threshold data shown in Figure 4. Each data point in Figure 4 is the

geometric mean of the contrast thresholds of the individual subject>_ "

As can be seen in Figure 4, the contrast threshold for an AS target

(open circles) remained unchanged over a small range of low background

contrasts, i.e., over background cont•rasts rangirnO froMn zero to 1.6 percent.

W.•ith increases of hackqround contrast beyond 1.6 percent, the AS threshold

rose s*eadily. The increase of the AS threshold in the region of high

background contrasts is approximately linear in the Ilog-log plot of

Figure 4, and this means that the AS threshold is a power function of

backgruund masking contrast. The exponent of the pow-er funrction, estimatec!

from a best-fittino straight line (method of least squares), is 0.62.

The behavior of the AS thresholds is essentially identical to that observed

by Pantle in an earlier report (1974).

A number of different comparisons among the three threshold

functic.ns are important theoretically:

(1) The GS threshold function (sclid circles) has almost the same

shape as the AS threshold function, and it is only slightly higher 00.1

log unit) on the average at high background contrasts. It can be

concluded that the rapid temporal transients associated with the abrupt

onset and offset of the AS target were not large enough to permit the AS

target to escape to any significant extent tie masking produced by tne

steady background. The contribution of transient channels to the detec-

tion of .AS targets was presumably ninimal or nonexistent. Therefore, it

would appear that at threshold the visual interactions between target and

18
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background can be attributed entirely to sustained channels when GS or AS

targets are employed. Consistent with this interpretation is the fact

that all the subjects perceived the GS grating and the AS grating as a

gradual change in the spatial structure of whatever steady backgiound was

present.

(2) The masking effect of the steady background on the flickering

target grating was smaller than its effect on the steady gratings. This

is easily seen in Figure 4 where the GF threshold function (X's) rises

at a slower rate than the other threshold functions. Moreover, the GF

threshold was higher than the GF arid AS thresholds at low background

contrasts, but it was lower than the other thresholds at high background

contrasts. The GF function crosses over the other two threshold functions

at a background contrast of approximately 5 percent. The behavior of tne

GF threshold in relation to the GS and AS thresholds is consistent with

the idea that the GF threshold switched from a dependence on sustained

channels at low background contrasts (.: 5 percent) to a dependence on

transient channels at high background contrasts (> 5 percent).

Because sustained channels have a low-pass temporal frequency response,

time-average contrast is a critical determinant of their response. The
A

time-average contrast of the GS and AS gratings which remained on during

an entire test interval would have been twice as great as that of the GF

grating which was present during half of a test interval and absent the

other half (5-Hz square-wave modulation). If sustained channels mediated

the detection of the GF and the steady targets at low background contrasts,

then the GF thresholds would have been expected to be higher than the

steacy target thresholds. Consistent with this interpretation is the fact
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that GF gratings appeared subjectively steady at threshold. Their

flicker was not visible, and it was not possible for a subject to know

whether ne was seeing a GF or a steady grating.

If the GF grating were mediated by sustained channels at high back-

ground contrasts as well as at low background contrasts, then the masking

effect of the steady background on the GF target should have beer as

great as it was on the steAdy targets. It wasn't. Presumably, the

increasing amounts of noise produced in sustained channels by higher

hackground contrasts had Liess of an effect on the GF gratinq than on the

steady gratings because the detection of the GF grating was taken over by

transient channels as the sustained channels were rendered insensitive by

noise. That such a changeover took place is supported by the fact that

the GF grating at threshold was perceived as a flicker or "twinklina'"

either of or through the high contrast background. Very, little or no

change of spatial structure due to the GF grating w-.,as apparent during a

test trial. No corresponding chang-,over in the channels responsible for

the detection af the steady gratings took place, presumably because their

temporal characteristics were not appro,'riate for stimulating tr-ansient

channels. In the next sine-wave masking experiment we employed a

flickering background grating to further test hypotheses about the role

of sustained and transient channels in the detection of grating targets.

xpejriment B: Effects of a flickerinq background on intermediate spatial

frequenc,_y-tarqets.

Experiment B was of exactly the same type as Experiment A with the

exception that the background masking grating was flickered on and off

instead of being steadily presented. Compared with the steady background,

21



the flickering background would be expected to produce relatively more

noise in transient channels and relatively less noise in sustained channels.

Because sustained and transient channels make differential contributions

to the grating targets we employed, the pattern of masking effects

obtained with a flickering background ought to be qualitatively and

quantitatively different from that obtained with the steady background in

Experiment A.

Method and results. The specific methods and procedures used in

Experiment B were identical to those of Experiment A with one exception.

The background masking grating was flickered on and off at a rate of 0.5

Hz as it drifted across the display screen at the very slow rate of

0.0050 /sec. Square-wave modulation was used. When the GF target was

superimposed on the background grating, it flickered in phase with the

background.

The results obtained with the three trained subjects (AJP, KIH, and

S1K) are presented in Figures 5-7, respectively. The format of the

figures is the same as that used for the results of Experiment A.

Because the data for the individual -.-bjects were similar in all important

respects, their data were averaged. Each data point in Figure 8 is the

geometric mean of the contrast thresholds of the individual subjects.

As can be seen in Figure 8, the GS and AS threshold functions are

very similar. Both functions are essentially flat over the range of back-

ground contrasts ranging from zero to 5 percent. For background

contrasts in excess of 5 percent, the GS and AS thresholds were directly

related to background contrast. Although the shapes of the GS and AS

threshold functions of Experiment B are qualitatively the same as the
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corresponding functions in Experiment A, they are quantitatively

different. With the steady background of Experiment A, the GS and AS

thresholds began to rise above the unmasked threshold sooner (at a

background contrast of 1.6 percent), and at a background contrast of 25

percent the GS and AS thresholds of Experiment A were approximately

double the corresponding thresholds of Experiment B. In both respects

the masking effect of the flickering background of Experiment B on the

steady targets was significantly smaller than the effects of the steady

background of Experiment A. One explanation of the reduced masking

effectiveness of the flickering background is that sustained channels were

simply less sensitive to the flickering background than to the steady

background by virtue of their low-pass temporal frequency response. As

a consequence, the steady background would have produced less noise in

the sustained channels responsible for the detection of the steady targets.

Unlike the GF thresholds in Experiment A, the GF thresholds in

Experiment B were higher than the thresholds for the steady targets even

at high background contrasts. Moreover, the flicker of the GF grating

was not visible at any background contrast. The findings are consistent

with the idea that sustained channels mediated the GF threshold at all

background contrasts. Unlike the steady background of Experiment A, the

flickering background apparently produced enough noise in transient

channels t: prevent them from taking over the detection of the GF target

at high background contrasts.

If, indeed, the detection of the GF grating in Experiment B were

mP(diated by sustained channels at all levels of background contrast, then

it should not matter whether the GF target was temporally in phase or out
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[ of phase with the background. Detection performance by means of sustained

channels would be based upon a more or less time-averaged response to the

[target added to a time-averaged response to the flickering background.

Because sustained channels do not preserve information about the temporal

modulation of the target or background, it would not matter whether the

stimuli which signalled their presence were in or out of phase. A different

outcome might be expected if the GF target were mediated by transient

Schannels. In this case the temporal modulation of the target and background

would not be an aspect of the stimulus which was flitered out, but rather

an aspect which was critical for the occurrence of a response. As a

consequence, it would matter whether the target and background were

temporally in or out of phase. I-

The thresholds for the in-phase GF grating in Figure 8 (X's) have _

been replotted in Figure 9 (X's) along with the thresholds for an out-of-

phase GF grating ksquares). The in-phase and out-of-phase thresholds are ]
identical for the entire range of background contrasts studied. The

finding corroborates the earlier conclusion that the detection of the GF

targeL was mediated by sustained channels when it was superimposed upon

a flickering background. =

The results of the first two sine-wave masking experiments are

consistent with a sustained-transient channels model. Two more

experiments, with a target and a background of lower spatial frequency,

were conducted to test the aeneral zatiility or the sustained-transient

hypothesis in ac;:ouintinq for sine-wave masking results.

28
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Experiment C: Effects of a steady background on low spatial frequency

targets

In the first two sine-wave masking experiments we measured the

effects of a steady and a flickering background on the visibility of a

2-c/deg sine-wave target. With a zero-contrast background, the 2-c/deg

target was more visible when it was steady than when it was flickering.

Presumably, the spatial frequency of 2 c/deg favored sustained channels

over transient channels, and sustained channels are more sensitive to

steady than to flickering stimuli. In the next two experiments we

investigated the effects of a steady and a flickering background on the

visibility of a 0.6-c/deg sine-wave target. With no background present,

the 0.6-c/deg target was more visible when it is flickering than when it

was steady. The low spatial frequency presumably favors transient

channels which are more sensitive to flickering than to steady stimuli.

Method and results. The specific methods and procedures used in

Experiment C were identical to those of Experiment A with the following

exceptions. The spatial frequency of the target grating was 0.6 c/deg,

and the spatial frequency of the background masking grating was 1.8 c/deg.

Even though the absolute spatial frequencies of the target and background

were changed, their ratio remained the same--1:3. The viewing distance

was 68 cm, half that in Experiment A. As a consequence, all the display

dimensions were approximately twice as large as in Experiment A. Because

the AS and GS thresholds in the first two experiments were always almost

identical, and any small difference between them was not of any significant

theoretical interest, only GS and GF thresholds were measured in Experiment C.

The results of two experienced psychophysical observers (AJP and KIH)
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were essentially identical, and they are shown in Figures 10 and 11,

respectively. The format for presenting the data is the same as in

previuus figures. In each figure the upper curve (circles) is the data

obtained with the GS grating; the/ lower curve (X's), the data obtained

with the GF grating. There are two important aspects of the results.

First, unlike the results with the 2-c/deg target, the GF threshold is

lower than the GS threshold at low background contrasts (< 1.9 percent).

'this finding is consistent with past research and has been taken as

evidence that transient channels are more sensitive than sustained

channels at 0.6 c/deg. Second, the threshold for the 0.5-Hz target

grating remained below that for GS grating, and climbed at a slower rate

as the background masking contrast was raised. At a background contrast

of 25 percent, the GF threshold was oniv 1.5-2 times its unmasked

threshold, while the GS threshold was 4-5 times its unmasked threshold.

Presumably, the 1.8-c/deg steady masking grating affected the transient

channels responsible for the detection of the GF grating much less than

it affected the sustained channels reponsible for the detection of the GS

grating. In agreement with these conclusions iS the fact that the flicker,

but not the sp>atial structure, of the GF grating was visible at all

levels of background contrast whereas the rev- .. , was true for the steady

test grating. In the last sine-wave rcisking e>oeriment we repeated

Experiment C except that the background was temporally modulated.

Experiment D: Effects o a flickering back round on low spatial frequenejcj,

taraets

[xneri~ment D .,ar the sarie as Experiment C with the exception that

the bact-qnrund .maskinu rratirna v;as flickered or' and off instead of bei,•g
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steadily presented. Compared with the steady background, the flickering

background would be expected to produce relatively more noise in

transient channels and relatively less noise in sustained channels. As a

consequence, the GF threshold, rather than remaining below the GS threshold

at all background contrasts as it did in Experiment C, ought to approach

or perhaps evz-t- exceed the GS threshold at high background contrasts.

Method and results. The specific methods and procedures used in

Experiment D were identical to those of Experiment C with one exception.

The background masking grating was flickered on and off at a rate of 0.5

Hz as it drifted across the display screen at the rate of 0.0170/sec.

Square-wave modulation was used. When the GF target was superimposed on

the background grating, it was flickered in phase with the background in

some conditions and out of phase (180 0 phase shift) in other conditions.

The results for two subjects (AJP and KIH) were identical in all

important aspects, and they are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.

Again, the format for presenti-ng the data is the same as in previous

figures.

In each figure the GS thresholds are represented by solid circles.

The GS threshold increased as the contrast of the flickering background

was increased, gradually at first and then more quickly as the background

contrast exceeded about 3.6 percent. The GS threshold ranged from an

unmasked value of about 0.4-0.5 percent to a high of about 2.5 percent for

a background contrast of 17-25 percent. The five-fold change, and even

the absolute values of the GS threshold, are not much different from those

obtained with a steady background in Experiment C. At all background

contrasts, the spatial structure of the grating target was visible at
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threshold. The quantitative results and the threshold appearance of the

target make it likely that sustained channels mediated the detection of

the GS target, and that the observed changes in the GS threshold were due

to noise produced in sustained channels by the flickering background.

The X's in each figure represent GF thresholds obtained with the

target which was temporally in phase with the flickering background. The

behavior of the in-phase GF threshold differs in two important respects

from its behavior in Experiment C. First, it increased by a factor of 6-7

over the ranne of flickerino background contrasts. With the steady back-

ground of Experiment C, it increased only by a factor of 2 over the same

contrast range. Second, with a hiah contrast flickering background (25

percent,, the GF threshold was equal to or greater than the GS threshold.

With a steady background of the same contrast (25 percent 4n Experiment C),

the GF threshold was a factor of 2-" below the GS threshold. The

relatively large effect of a flickering background, coripared with a steady

backqround, on the GF threshold is even >orc pronounced for the flickering

target. which was out of phase with the Background (snuares in Figures 1?

-rad 13). For the uut-of-phase target, the increase of the GF threshold

was fuurteen-fold over the range of background contrasts studied. At

tfrernIold, tho. OF target appeared as a cyclic: pulsation of 1 ight intensity

over a large part of the display. The depth of the puulsation or flicker

produced by the out-of--,'iase target at threshold in the presence of a

h~igh c,,ii .rc•i. Iac kgrourid appeared to be as cjreat as that producea by cther

stin mni ith a tempora l modulation many times threshold. The changes

(f t.hP Cr: throsriOld and the appearance of the GF tarcet at threshold

S Lrono v sunees t thot transient channels miediated 'Lie dCtection of the GF
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target, and that the observed changes in the GF threshold were the result

of noise produced in transient channels by Lhf flickering background.

Our series of four sine-wave masking experiments fit remarkably well

within the framework of a sustained-transient channels model of visual

-- ,furnction. In the ncxt section we attempted to examine differences in the

spatioteMnporal properties of sustained and transient channels at

different levels of light-dark adaptation.



PATTERN AXD '•OTION TH!RESHOLDS: EFFECTS

OF TEMPORAL FREQýL'_NCY AND LIGHT-up,!<K ADAPTATION (EXPERIMIENT E;

It has been known for some time that the spatial contrast sensitivity

function shifts toward a greater sensitivity at lower spatial frequencies

as stimulus duration is decreased (Nachmias, 1967), as temporal frequency

is increased (Watanabe, 1968), or as the space-average luminance of the

stimulus is decreased (Van Nes and Bouman, 1967). One possible

interpretation of the shift is that it results from a changeover in the

channels which mediate the detection of the stimulus, i.e. from mediation

by sustained channels to mediation by transient channels which are

relatively more sensitive at lower spatial frequencies. With this inter-

pretation one need not postulate any changes in the functional characteristics

of the sustained or transient channels themselves to account for the shift

in spatial frequency sensitivity. A ;econd interpretation of the shift

is that it is due to a change in the functional properties of one or both

of the two types of channels.

One way to decide between the two interpretations is to obtain

spatial contrast sensitivity functions based upon two different threshold

criteria: (1) one at which the movement or flicker of the stimulus is

just visible (flicker threshold), and (2) another at which the spatial

structure of the grating becomes distinct (pattern-recognition threshold).

If the flicker thresholds represent activity in transient channels and

the pattern-recognition thresholds represent activity in sustained

channels as a number of researchers believe (e.g., Kulikowski and

Tolhurst, 1973), then any change in the contrast sensitivity function

based upon one of the criteria can be taken to mean that the functional
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properties of the respective underlying mechanism had changed. Therefore

-we examined the spatial contrast sensitivity function based upon each

criterion for any changes which accompanied variations in the teiporal

frequency and space-average luminance of stimulus gratings.

Method

The subject's task was to adjust the contrast of a moving sinusoidal

grating until either: (a) its bars were just detectable (pattern threshold),

or (b) its temporal modulation or flicker was just detectable (flicker

threshold).

The gratings were generated on the face of an oscilloscope (Tektronix

5103 with a P-31 phosphor) using analog equipment and signals. Three

characteristics of the gratings were varied during the course of the

experiment: temporal frequency, spatial frequency, and space-average

luminance. The gratings were moved at one of three temporal frequencies--

0.6, 5.0, or 10.0 Hz. In order to generate a sufficiently wide range of

spatial frequencies, two different viewing distances had to be used--43.2

and 195.6 cm. At the short viewing distance the gratings subtended 100

vertically and 1. 45' horizontally, and they had a spatial frequency of

0.33, 0,67, 1.33 or 2.67 c/deg. The gratings subtended 2014' vertically

and 2036' horizontally at the long viewing distance. At this distance

gratings of 2,67, 5.33, and 10.67 c/deg were employed. The graLings were

viewed through a rectangular hole in a cardboard surround, whose color

approximately matched the scope face and whose luminance was one-half the

space-average luminance of the grating.

The gratings had one of three different space-average luminances--5,

0.05, or 0.005 mL. The light levels were controlled with neutral density
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filters placed in a rigidly mounted viewing hood. Except for the grating

and its surround, the room was dark. Essentially then, the luminance of

-the grating and surround determined the state of light-dark adaptation of

the observer.

The two types of threshold (pattern and flicker) were obtained for

every combination of spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and dark-

adaptation state, i.e. for 63 different conditions.

For each of the 63 conditions, the two types of threshold were obtained

using a tracking procedure (Method of Adjustment). Initially, the contrast

of the grating was set at a random point well above or below that of the

observer's threshold. The observer (using a servo-device) increased or

decreased the contrast of the grating to "bracket" his threshold. A

tracking series terminated when the observer was confident of his

threshold judgment. Approximately 10 reversals in the direction in which

the observer adjusLed the contrast of the grating were ordinarily required

to obtain a threshold estimate.

Three estimates of the pattern threshold contrast and the flicker

threshold contrast were obtained in each of the 63 conditions for each of

the three observers. During each experimental session, one pattern and

one flicker threshold were obtained for two of the 21 different combinations

of spatial frequercy and space-average luminance at each of the three

temporal frequencies. A minimum of 2 min elapsed between runs in the

different conditions. Before each experimental session the subject dark-

adapted for 15-20 min. If more than one space-average luminance was

used in a session, additional adequate dark adaptation time was allowed

between conditions. If more than one spatial frequency was presented in
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a session, a minimum of 5 min elapsed between different spatial frequency

conditions.

The order in which the different conditions of spatial frequency and

luminance were presented was counterhalanceo across subjects. Three

experienced psychophysical observers participated in the experiment.

Two observers wore corrective lenses, and one had normal vision without

optical correction.

Results

Consider first the results for the close viewing distance (spatial

frequencies between 0.33 anJ 2.67 d/deg). They are summarized in Figures

14 and 15. In Figure 14 there are three spatial contrast sensitivity

functions based upon pattern thresholds (solid circles), and three, based

upon flicker thresholds (open circles). Each function is collapsed across

the repeated measurements obtained for each observer, across observers,

did across different temporal frequencies. Each of the three curves for

each type of threshold represents the results for a different space-

average luminance (level of light-dark adaptation). There are three

important trends in the data. (1) Both the pattern and flicker functions

shift upward as space-average luminance decreases, indicating an overall

loss of both pattern and flicker sensitivity for greater degrees of dark

adaptation. (2) both the pattern and flicker functionls rotate toward a _

more positive slope as space-average luminancP decreases, indicating

that sensitivity to low spatial frequencies (0.33 ana 0.67 c/deg) gains

relatively on sensitivity to high spatial frequencies for qreater dearees

of dark adaptation. The relative gain is greater for pattern than for

flicker sensitivity. The results a-e consistent with the second hypothesis
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frequency of a sine-wave grating. Measurements made at
three space-average luminances: 5, 0.05, and 0.005 mL.
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discussed in the introduction to this study, namely that the functional

-- properties of sustained and transient channels change with level of dark

adaptation. (3) The difference between the pattern and flicker functions

decreases as space-average luminance decreases. As noted before, both

pattern and flicker sensitivity decrease as the light level is decreased,

but pattern sensitivity changes less and therefore gains relatively on

flicker sensitivity for greater degrees of dark adaptation. This result

appears contrary to the first hypothesis discussed in the introduction to

this study, namely that there is a changeover from sustained to transient

channels as dark adaptation increases. There appears to be a tendency in

the opposite direction.

In Figure 15 there are six spatial contrast sensitivity functions,

three in the left panel (solid circles) based upon pattern thresholds arid

three in the right panel (open circles) based upon flicker thresholds.

Each function is collapsed across repeated measurements obtained for each

observer, across observers, and across different space-average luminances.

Fach of the three curves in each panel represents the results for a

different temporal frequency. There are three important aspects of the

data in Figure 15. (1) fhe pattern tnresholds increased monotonically

with temporal frequency (left panel of figure), whereas the flicker

threshclds were at their lowest overall at 5 Hz and they were higher at

0.6 and 10 Hz (right panel of figure). The pattern thresholds have a low-

pass temporal frequency characteristic, while the flicker thresholds have

an intermediate Land-pass, temporal 4requency characteristic. (2) Overall,

the flicker thresholds were lower than the pattern thresholds for temporal

frequencies of 5 to 10 Hz, but at 0.6 Hz the pattern thresholds were close
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to the flicker thresholds, and even lower at the highest spatial

frequency (2.67 c/deg). The properties of pattern and flicker thresholds

discussed under (1) and (2) are consistent with those found by other

researchers, and in general indicate that the putative sustained channels

are most sensitive to high spatial frequencies and relatively insensitive

to flicker, and that the transient channels are more sensitive to low -

spatial frequencies and to flicker. (3) Besides the relative changes

between pattern and flicker thresholds which result from variations in

temporal frequency, there were also changes within the sets of pattern

and flickeýr thresholds themselves resulting from manipulation of
ten'poral frequency. The low spatial frequency cutoff for the pattern

threshold tends to disappear as temporal frequency is increas~d for 0.6
.• to i0 Hz, an effect similar, to that produced by decreases in space-avprage

luminance. The results are consistent with the second hypothesis ?

discussed in the introduction, namely that the measured functional

properties of sustained channels change with temporal frequency. Also,

the flicker thrrshold functions do not remain constant in shape at the

different temporal frequencies. The change in shape is most pronounced

across the two highest spatial frequencies (1.33 and 2.67 c/deg) where

the rate of increase of flicker thresholds was greatest for the lowest

temporal frequency (0.6 Hz). The difference in the rate of change can be

taken to mean that the relative insensitivity of the transient channel to

high spatial frequencies is enhanced at the lowest temporal frequency, a

fact which again testifies to the importance of considering changes in

the description cf the properties of transient and sustained channels

therselves with spatietemporal variations of stimulus parameters.
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The results for the far viewing d stance are summarized in Figures

16 and 17. The format for presenting the results is the same as that

used in the figures for the close viewing distance. With the equipment

available, it was impossible to measure thresholds for the 10.67 c/deg

grating at the lowest space-L,.erage luminance (0.005 mL) because the

thresholds often exceeded 25 percent. Therefore, the suninary data given

in Figures 16 and 17 include only threshold measurements made at space-

average luminances of 5 and 0.05 mL. In terms of the goals set forth for

the light-dark adaptation experiment, an examination of thresholds for

high spatial frequency gratings would appear to be of less theoretical

iwvport than those for low srnatial frequency gratings. Changes in the

shape of the overall spatial contrast sensitivity function occur primarily

in the low spatial frequercy region, and it is in that region where

relative changes in the pattern and flicker thresholds were most likely

to be observed.

In Figure 16 there are two spatial contrast sensitivity functions

based upon pattern thresholds (solid circles); and two based upon flicker

thresholds (open circles). Each function is collapsed aicross the

repeated measurements obtained for each observer, across observers, and

across different temporal frequencies. There are two significant aspects

of the data. (I) Sensitivity decreased by a log unit or more (the

threshold functions shift upward) when the DC level o' the display was

reduced from S to 0.05 mL. (2) The decrease of both pattern and flicker

sensitivity with spatial frequency was greater for a space-average

luminance of 0.05 -nL than it was for a space-average luminance of 5 mL.

At 0.05 P.L the dropoff in sensitivity was 0.4-0.5 leog unit in the spatial
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frequency range of 2.67 to 19.67 c/deg, while at 5 mL it was only 0.2-0.3

log unit. Again, the change ir the high spatial frequency rolloff of

both pattern and flicker sensitivity from one level of l ight-dark

adaptation to the next supports the hypothesis that the functional

properties ol both sustained and transient channels change with changes

in light-dark adaptation.

In Figure 17 there are six spatial contrast sensitivity functions,

three in the left panel (solid circles) based upon pattern thresholds and

three in the right panel (open circles) based upon flicker thresholds.

Each function is collapsed across the repeated measurements obtained for

each observer, across observers, and across the two space-average

luminances. There are two salient aspects of the data. (1) The pattern

thresholds increasec monotonically with temporal frequency (a low-pdss

characteristic), while the flicker thresholds were lowest at an intermediate

temporal frequency (a resonant characteristic). (2) Alil six functions in

Figure 17 have nearly identical shapes. This can be taken as evidence

that a change oT tecporal frequency produces little or no change in the

spatial frequency response of sustained and transient channels in the

2.67-10.67 c/deg region of the spectrum. 'Whatever change there is in the

spatial frequency response of sustained and transient channels due to

temporal frequency appears to be restricted to low spatial frequencies

(see Figure 11).
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SPATIAL SPREAD OF 'IASKIN;G [EXPERIE1ENT F'

Armstrong and Sekuler (1972) and Tolhurst and Thompsoi (1975) have

reported that the threshold for a test grating is not affected by a

steady, non-overlapping surround grating with similar spatial frequency

content. This result suggests that, if the visual system performs some

S - type of crude Fourier analysis of visual stimuli, the analysis is piecemeal

and carried out on local areas of an extended scene. By contrast,

Weisstein et al . (1977), usina a forward masking procedure, found that a

single bar could uniformly mask a test grating of the same orientation

even though the grating extended spatially in either direction to retinal

areas not covered by the bar. Weisstein et al.'s results constitute

evidence that stimulun-analyzing mechanisms produce some sort of widely

distributed representation (code) of visual inputs. One possible

resolution of the apparently discrepant findings and conclusions of

Armstronri and Sekuler and of Weisstein et al. is as follows. In

Weisstein et al ,'s experiment it might not be the cormmon spatial frequency

components of the masking bar and the test grating that interacted. It

could oe that the low spatial frequency components of the bar which had

a rapid onset ar~d offset stimulated transient mechanisms which in turn

inhibited the response of sustained channels to the test grating (e.g.,

see Breitmeyer and Ganz, 1976). In the Armstrong and Sekuler (1972) and

Tolhurst and Thompson (1975) experiments the annular surround grating was

not flasned on ana off but remained on steadily. Consequently, the

spatiotemporal properties of the surround grating probably were not

ap,rnropriate for stimulating transient channels.

In order to test the hypotnesis tnat there is a spatial spread of the
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inhibitory effect of transient channels on sustained channels, we repeated

the kind of experiment conducted by Sekuler and Armstrong and by Tolhurst

and Thompson with temporally modulated surround gratings. We measured _77

the forced-choice contrast threshold for a 40 -wide target grating flanked

on either side by 4°-wide gratings. Both the target and flanking gratings

were vertical sinusoidal gratings. The target grating had a spatial

frequency of 6 c/deg, and it drifted at the very slow rate of 0.3 Hz.

These target parameters should have maximized the contribution of

sustained channels to the detection of the target grating. The flanking

gratings had a spatial frequency of 1 c/deg, and they drifted at 5 Hz.

These parameters are optimal for stimulating transient channels. Contrast

thresholds for the target grating were identical when flanked by zero-

contrast gratings (uniform fields) or gratings of 20 percent contrast.

Under conditions designed to be optimal for observing the spatial spread

of an inhibitory effect of transient channels on sustained channels we

saw none. The negative finding raises questions about the nature of the

mechanisms responsible for the masking in Weisstein et al.'s experiment,

and more generally about proposed sustained-transi-nt models of meta-

contrast (e.g., Breitmeyer and Ganz, 1976'.
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BIASING A BISTABLE 1.10TIO;, DISPLAY

BY SINE-WAVE ADAPTATION

In this section an experiment using the bistable spatiotemporal

display described by Pantle arid Picciano (1976) was employed. Briefly,

competing sensations of stroboscopic movement are produced by a cyclic

alternation of two stimulus frames. Frame 1 contains three stimulus

elements (A, B, C) arranged in a horizontal row on an otherwise uniform

background. Frame 2 contains three identical elements (D, E, F), also

arranged horizontally but shifted to the right such that the positions

of elements E and F of Frame 2 overlap those of B and C, respectively, of

Frame 1 (see Figure 18). When stimulus conditions are appropriately

selected, the spatiotemporal display gives rise to a bistable percept:

either the observer perceives a group of three elements moving ba-k and

forth as a whole ("group movement") or he perceives the overlapping

elements as stationary and a third element moving back and forth from one

end of the display to the other ("element movement"). The display

differs from those used in the correlational movement and cluster movement

studies described later in other sections of this report chiefly in

that the elements which are of interest and which are perceived to move

in the display are presented against a blank (noise-free) background. In

past studies many of the factors which favor each of the sensations

evoked by the display, and many of the properties of the mechanisms which

give rise to the two sensations, have been determined (Pantle and

Picciano, 1976; Petersik and Pantle, 1979; Pantle and Petersik, in press).

With few exceptions, little effort has been made to study interactions

between periodic (sine-wave patterns) and non-periodic stimuli. Two
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notable exceptions are as follows: (1) Experiments have been conducted

to determine the manner in which two stimuli, one periodic and the other

not, sum at threshold, and to determine the manner in which a suprathreshold

adapting stimulus affects the threshold visibility of a second stimulus

when one stimulus is periodic and the other not (e.g., Kulikowski and

King-Smith, 1973; Weisstein and Bisaha, 1972). (2) The perceptual effects

which result from the spatial filtering (in the sine-wave frequency domain)

of visual patterns have been studied (e.g., Ginsburg, 1971.)

The present experiments are an attempt to understand better how the

various sine-wave components of the stimulus frames of the bistable

spatiotemporal display described by Pantle and his colleagues contribute

to the alternative surrathreshold percepts that the display elicits. To

this end an adaptation-test paradigm was used in a series of experiments

in which observers first adapted to a flickering on-off sine-wave grating

or to a phase-shifting sinusoidal grating and then viewed the element-

group test display and reported the sensations they experienced. By

_ , examining the effects of the adapting gratings, it was expected that

something might be said about the contribution of sustained and transient

mechanisms to the percepts evoked by the bistable display.

Ex2periment G: Spatiotem oral factors

In the first experiment the adapting gratings were of a low and an

intermediate spatial frequency, each temporally modulated in two

different ways.

Stimuli, Both adaptation and test stimuli were generated on a CRT

screen coated with a rapid decay phosphor (P31) by a Xitan Alpha I11

microcomputer system. The beam of the CRT display was swept horizontally
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by a ramp signal at the rate of 0.75 msec/cm and vertically with a slightly

off-screen triangular wave of 160 MHz. The sweep was triggered inF. synchrony with a pulse (every 9.5 msec) to the microcomputer which

modulated the intensity of the beam according to a set of 768 previously

stored values. The net result was that 768 vertical lines were paintedr in succession on the CRT screen with a refresh rate of 105 Hz. Any

arbitrary pattern of vertical lines of varying intensity (whether it beF a grating, a single line, a uniform field, etc.) could be displayed on

the CR~T screen simply by programming the computer to read out an appropri~ite

set of 738 values to control the CRT beam intensity as each successive line

was painted on the screen.

The test display contained two alternating frames, each of which

contained vertical line elements. The three lines of each frame extended

the entire distance from the bottom to the top of the CRT screen. The

lines were 4 '46' long, 4.5' wide, and had a luminance of 9.0 mL. The

center-to-center distance between the lines was 30'. The uniform areas

around the lines of each frame had a luminance of 6.0 mL. During a test

trial, the two frames of the test display were presented in a continuous,

al'ternating sequence. Each frame of the sequence had a duration of 240

nisec, and the interval between frames was variable from trial to trial--

either 10, 20, 30, or 40 msec. The overall height and wvidth of the frames

of the test display were 4 46' and 6015' respectively.

There were seven different adapting displays, each of which contained

two alternating frames whose heicht and width m-ýatched those of the test

display. The duration of each frame of the ada;:,ting (isplays was 240 msec.

The interval between frames was a spatially unifornm field whose luminance
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was the same (6.0 mL) as the background of the frames of the test display.

The two frames of one of the adapting displays were sine-wave gratings

(3 complete cycles of 0.5 c/deg) whose half period corresponded to the

distance between the end lines of a frame of the test display. The only

difference between the frames was their spatial phase so that when the two

frames were alternated with an interval of 40 msec (ISI) between them,

a single grating appeared to shift abruptly back and forth. The

spatial phases of the two frames were such that the position of the peak

of a bright bar of the grating of one frame corresponded to the middle

line of one of the frames of the test display, and the position of the peak

of a bright bar of the grating of the second frame corresponded to the

middle line of the second frame of the test display. A second adapting

display was identical to the first one except that its two frames were

alternated with an ISI of 10 rnsec.

The two frames of the third and fourth adapting displays were sine-

wave gratings (12 complete cycles of 2.0 c/deg) whose period matched that

of the lines of the frames in the test display. The spatial phase of both

frames was the same so that when the two frames were aliternated, a single

grating appeared to turn on and off or flicker abruptly in place. The

spatial phase of the frames was such that the peaks of the bright bars of

the gratings corresponded to the positions of the lines in the frames of

the test display. The ISI for one of the 2.0-c/deg adapting displays was

40 msec; and for the second 2.0-c/deg display, 10 msec. All four sine-wave

adapting displays had a space-average luminance (6.0 mL) equal to the back-

ground of the frames of the test display, and their contrast was 0.5.

The three remaining adapting displays were controls. One was simply a
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spatially uniform field which remained on for all periods between the

presentations of the test display. Its luminance was 6.0 mL. It provided

baseline measurements of the percentage of element and group movement

responses reported with the test display in the absence of any type of

pattern or movement adaptation. The other two adapting displays were

identical to the test display (i.e. contained frames with identical lines),

with one having an ISI of 10 msec and the other, 40 msec. The 10-msec

adapting display with lines provided measurements of the percentage of

element and group 'movement responses reported with the test disulay after

adaptation to element movement. The 40-msec adapting display with lines

provided measurements of the percentage of element and group movement

responses reported with the test display after adaptation to group movement.

Procedure. At the beginning of any session an observer viewed one

of the seven adapting displays for 2 min. Thereafter, the adapting display

was interrupted once every 10.5 sec for a test trial. During the test

trial the test display was presented for 5 cycles (where one cycle = Frame

1 + ISI + Frame 2 + ISI), and it was imrediately preceded and followed b-y

a spatially uniform field. The uniform field both before and after the

test display lasted 0.5 sec, and it served to separate the adapting from
the test display. The uniform field had a luminance of 6.0 mL. During

I

any session only one adapting display was used, and each test display (10-, I
20-, 30-, or 40-insec ISI) was preset,ted four' times. The different test

displays were cpresented in a random order, ari d after each trial the

ouserver indicated wh-Lher he h.aj seen eleme~nt or group movement. There

were six subjects in the experiment, t'ree trained psychophysical observers.

and three naive observers. Enough sessions were run to obtain 24 judcments

I
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for the trained subjects and 16 judgments for the naive subjects for each

test display (S11)-adapting display combination.

Results. The percentage of group movement responses at each ISI was

determined for each subject in each adapting condition. The pattern of

results was the same in all important respects for the different subjects,

and therefore the data points in subsequent figures are the means of the

percentages for the six subjects. The results of the experiment are

summarized in Figures .9-21. In each panel of each figure, the solid

curve represents the data obtained with the spatially uniform adapting 7

field. in the absence of any pattern or movement adaptation, the percentage

of group movement responses increased from 0 to 100 as the ISI of the test

display increased from 10 to 40 msec.

The two dashed curves in Figure 19 show the percentage of group

movement sensations elicited by the test display for the four 1SIs after

(1) inspection of the line adapting display with a 40-msec ISi, i.e.

adaptation to group movement, or after (2) inspection of the line adapting

display with a 10-msec ISI, i.e. adaptation to element movement. The

curve in the left panel of Figure 19 gives the results for the condition

in vwhich the observer adapted to element movement. The curve is elevated

relative to the solid curve and indicates that the percentage of group

movement sensations increased (element movement sensations decreased) after

adaptation to element movement. The dashed curve in the right panel of

Figure 19 gives the results for the condition in which the observer

adapted to group movei.ent. The curve is depressed relative to the solid

curve, indicating that the percentage of group movement responses decreased

after adaptation to group movement. The results with the line-adapting
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displays demonstrate that the two movement sensations can be selectively

adapted. The ability to selectively adapt the sensations implies in turn

that the two sensations were mediated by separate mechanisms. The

remaining conditions in the first experiment are an attempt to delimit the

spatial and temporal frequency characteristics of the separate mechanisms

by sine-wave adaptation.

Each of the dashed curves in Figure 20 represents the percentage of

group movement sensations obtained after inspection of one of the 0.5-c/deg

adapting gratings. The dashed function on the left represents tha results

obtained when the adapting grating was shifted back and forth (phase-

shifted) with an ISI of 10 msec; the dashed function on the right, when

the adapting grating was phase-shifted with an ISI of 40 resec. Both

dashed curves are depressed relative to the solid control curve and show

that the percentage of group movement responses decreased after adaptation

to the 0.5-c/deg grating. The decrease in both cases was as large as the

decrease obtained after adaptation to group movement itself (compare dashed

functions in Figure 20 witn the dashed function on the right in Figure 19).

The 0.5-c/deg gratings appear to produce maximal adaptation of the

mechanism or channels respensible for the group movement sensation. This

being so, the temperal modulation rate of the 0.5-c/deg grating was not

critical.

Each of the dashed curves in Figure 21 represents the percentaae of

group movement sensations obtained after adaptation to one of the 2.0-c/deg

gratings. The dashed function on the left represents the results

obtained when the Ldaptir.g grating flickered with an off-time of 10 insec:

the function on the right, when the adapting grating flickered, with an
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off-time of 40 msec. The function on the left is only slightly depressed

relative to the solid control curve, indicating that the percentage of

group movement responses was not much chanoed by adaptation to tkc,_ 2.'-c/deg

grating with the 10-msec off-time. By contrast, the function on the right

is depressed considerably relative to the control curw;, indicating that

the percentage of group movement sensations decreased after adaptation to

the 2.0-c/deg grating with the 40-msec off-time.

A simple space domain analysis of the present experiment might lead

one to expect that prolonged inspection of the 2.0-c/deg adapting grating

would decrease the percentage nf element movement sensations relative to

the uniform-field control. The 2.0-c/deg gratinq had the same periodicity
-s tre lines in the element-group display, and it would not be unreasonabe

to expect that the grating would weaken the response of the visual system

to the lines as individual lines. This did not happen. Moreover, it is

not clear how a simple space domain analysis could explain the fact that

the 2.0-c/deg grating with an off-time of 40 msec weakened the group

movement sensation more than one with an off-time of 10 insec.

The results of the present experiment, however, are consistent with

a sustained-transient model of visual function. Transient channels w.ýould

be expected to act like low-pass, spatial frequency filters. Such

filters would preserve the lo,. spatial frequency cnmiponents which define

the group of lines as a whole or unit and remove the hic;h-fre-jiiency coi;.-

poncrits wrich define the itndivid.ual elellents, 1"y adacti ng the traynsient

ch;".roels ther, it should be nossi le to reduce t;e percentaqe of grouew move-

ment sensations c icitied by the ele:'ient-grcup disla. Within this

fraroework, tne data indicate that transielt chan,el 1werc more readily
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adapted by a O.5-c/deg grating than by a 2.0-c/deg grating, and more

readily by an on-off, 2-c/deg grating whose off-time is 40 msec versus

10 msec. Both of these inferred spatiotemporal response properties are

consistent with what is known about transient channels from other research.

Additional tests of the sustained-transient model's ability to account for

sensations elicited by the element-group display were made in a second

experiment.

Experiment H: Spatial and phase factors

In Experiment G adapting gratings were either flickered on and off

in place with a 00 phase shift (the 2.0-c/deg ratings) or else were phase-

shifted by 900 (the 0.5-c/deg gratings). In the present experiment com-

parisons among the adapting effects of counterphase gratings (1800 phase

shift between successive frames of an adapting sequence) of different

spatial frequency were made. Also,'we used some adapting gratings with

a spatial frequency that was higher than those employed in Experiment G.

Stimuli and procedure. The apparatus and procedure were the same as

those of the first element-group experiment with the following exceptions.

There were four new sine-wave adapting displays. One of the adapting

displays was a 0.5-c/deg, counterphase grating with an off-time of 40

msec. One frame of this display was in sine-phase with the left edge of

the CRT display, and the second frame was phase-shifted by 1800. Two of

the adapting displays were 6-c/deg, counterphase gratings, one with an

off-time of 10 msec and the other with an off-time of 40 msec. One frame

of each of the displays was in cosine phase with the lines of the test

display, and the second frame was displaced from the first by 1800

The fourth adapting display was a 6-c/deg on-off grating with both frames
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in cesine phase with the lines of the test display. Its off-time was 10

msec. The fifth adapting display was a control display, a uniform field

- whose space-average luminance was the same as that of the sine-wave

ada~pt.Ing gratit gs. There were four subjects in the experiment, two. ofl

thon trained and two naive. Enough sessions were run to obtain 16 Judgments

for each subject for each test display (ISI)-adapting display combination.

ResuIl tS . The percentage of orouP movement responses at each IS! was

cietermineC; for, tach subject in vach adapting condition. The pattern of

results wa;s the samie foi- all subjects, and therefore only group data 3re

iciv idea, in the sumwary ;iqures. Tihe results of the experimient arrc Given

in Fiyjures 22 and 23'. 111 each Part of each figure, the solid function

replresents; the data obtained wvith the spatially uniform; adapting field.

The dashed function on the left in F-igure 22 gives the resul ts

UL~te ied wihte0i-/ocuterphasp ridapting oratinq; the dashed

function on the, right in Figure 22, resul ts obtained with the 6-c,'deg,

counterphase dlaptin~l grati ng. it 4s clear from the fiqur,ý that adaptation

to the 0. 5-c,/dog grati ng weakened the group movement sensation more than,

adaptz;ýion to the 6-c/deg grating . These resil 1ts are- consistent w-ýith

thos~e of Exper iment G in showing that the niechani sm respurs iL~le for the

group movement sensation has a 'low-pass, spatial filter response.

Figure 23 provides a comparison of the relative adaipting effect,. of

trhe 6-c/dog couniterphase and the 6-c/deg on-off gratings, each wiJth a 110-

Hvsec VI~i Data for the counterphase grating are on the left inl the figure

ja11ei fntion) ; cind data for the on-off grating, on the r iqlt . Th e

c.j i 1 .ir thc on- off qra t i n i s sI jtio ctlvIev a ted r rela t ive t o t he c ont rol

curve, vhi i1e, thne curve for the counterphase, grat~iing io s1 i chtul depre-.ssecd.



The on-off graio therefore, appears to weaken the element movement

sensation slightly, while the counterphase grating appears to weaken the

group movement sensation. Of all the adapting gratings employed in the

two element-group expEriments, the 6-c/deg, on-off grating had spatlo-

temporal characteristics most suited for stimulating and adapting sustained

channels. The sl ight elevation of the 6-c/deg on-off curve, thenl, is

c.,,nsistent with other evidence (Pantle and Petersik, in Press) wjhich

suggests that sýustained channels, are at least in part responsible for the

clement movement sensation, If the sustained-trai~sient hypothesis is

correct,"'then the decrease in the percentage of group movement sensations

pr'oduce-J by the £-c/dcg count-erphasce cd3apting grati ng mean-, that the

cc'urterlphase cqrati nc adiopted trar~sierit channeis si iightly mnore than

sustairJ~e -:hanneIrl. T7he svialler aooi~a-ting effect (or possibly complete

cbs~ence of an effect) of the ccunt.,ýr-hase grating on sustained channels

co.mipared to the on-off gralirg was ,)rot;ah)1y a direct consequence of the -

iýemipor'a1 integration of the contrast of successive framres of the adapting

display by sustained channels. Inic contrasts otf thei 180 phase-shifted

i a 2sof the count:crI~nase display would sui" to zeru (sumi destructively),

w-)ill e the iion-zero contrasts of the frames of the,. on-off gratinq -ould be

orr-served (surimed constructively).
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Fig. 22. Percentage of group movement responses as a function of
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adaptation; dashed curve in right panel: 6-c/deg,
counterphase adaptation. Off-time of 40 msec for sine-wave
adaptation at both spatial frequencies.
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I', tiE series of experiments reported here, stroboscopic movement,

was studied by alternating two random-element patterns like those used

by dulesz (1971), Braddick (1973, 1974), Bell and Lappi;, (1973) and

others. A typical pair of random-element patterns is shown in Figure 24.

The two frames are identical except for an area which is displaced

horizontally in one matrix with respect to its position in the other. If

the two frames in Figure 24 are presented alternately, the displaced area

can be seen as a subjective figure segregated from the background. The -

display differs from that used in the studies of the movement of texture _1
clusters (Section VII) chiefly in that there are no physical cues present

for perceptual grouping of elements within any single frame of the

displays. Because there is no basis for the segregation of the global

subjective figure in either frame alone, the spatiotemporal relationship

between the light and the dark portions of the two frames of the display

must give rise to the subjective figure. The subjective figure emerges

only if the interstimulus interval (ISI) is not too long and the displace-

ment is not too great (Braddick, 1973; Bell and Lappin, 1973.

In principle, it should not matter whether dots, squares, or lines

are used as elements in the patterns as long as they are homogeneous

within and across patterns. In our first experiment we used lines as

elements in an attempt to replicate results from p;rev ious experiments

which used dots or squares as elements. In the secono experiment %.e tried

to determine some of the prerequisites for the local rPitch-up;s of elements

across the display frapes.
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Fig. 24. Examples of random-element, Julesz-type patterns which

give rise to a subjective figure when alternated in time.
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E.xperiment 1: Spatiotemporal variables

Braddick (1973) alternated random-element patterns with squares as

elements to produce stroboscopic movement of a subjective figure. He

looked at the effects of ISI and the degree of displacement (across frames)

of the figure area. As ISI and displacement increased, the clarity of the

figure and the ability of an observer to discriminate the orientation of

the figure decreased. Bell and Lapin ý1973), using dots as elerlents,

essentially replicated Braddick's results, but they used a different A

dependent measure--discrimination of the direction of movement of the

figure. The direction discrimination measure also decreased as 1SI and

displacement increased.

Using lines of two different lengths as elements, we wanted to

determine whether the detectability and clarity of the subjective figure

which corresponds to the displaced area in alternating random-line

patterns decrease as ISI and the degree of displacement increase. We

expected to replicate the results of the past similar experiments, and

after doing so, to extend our knowledge of the mechanisms underlying the

stroboscopic movement phenomenon which is produced by alternating random-

line patterns.

StimLli. Figure 25 shows a typical stimulus frame used in the first

experiment. Figure 26 illustrates position constraints placed unon the

line-elements within a 31 by 25 cell imaginary matrix used to generate a

stimulus frame. All frames were generated such that half the cells within

the imaginary matrix in Figure 26 contained lines and half were blank.

When a cell contained a line, Lhe line was placed randomly at 1 of 30

different positions across the horizontal dimension of a cell (with the
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Fig. 25. A typical stimulus frame used in Experiment I to generate
a subjective figure.
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constraint that ro two lines were closer than 1/5 of a cell width). In

order t.o mininivize the occurrence of large groups of dark or light elements,

"which are casily detectable and could interfere vwith the clarity of the

global figure, no more than three consecutive zelis in a row had identical

contents (either all iines or all blanks).

Our dynamic displays consisted of the alternate presentation of a

Dair of frames. For the first frame, the position of blanks and lines in

the cells of tie iriaginary motrix were randomly chosen. The second frame

was generated under the constraint that (I) the positions of a subset of

lines (figure area) w.;ere identical (+1 correlation) to those of a subset

in the first frame and (2) the remainder of the background lines in the

second frame -...ere positioned within cells that ,.et e hlank in the first

frame and vice versa (-1 correlation between line positions). When

the two frames were alternated to produce a dynamic repetitive display,

the overall position of the second frame was shifted either !ý-cell width

or one-cell width to t;& right of the first frame. "As a result, the figure

lines were all shifted in the same direction and by the same amount (either

Iý-cell width or one-cell width) whenever the first frame was replaced by

the second, whereas there was no systematic displacement of tne background

elements in the two frames. Under appropriate conditions, the observer

wojld perLeive the group of +1 correlated elements as a global subjective

figure moving hack ano, forth across o backorouj.

The overal, size e,f each frame was 1S..' wide and 10.,0 high. Each

,elý in ti.,- :.•,.-r- -,.ll ix of each frame viau 26' on a side. The figure

area weasu:_A .. ... ? .,., 60, was Ler,.tered w. t, the 25 row by 31 columr

imagi:,ary matrix and was oriented ei ther vertically '12 rows by 6 cnlumns)
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or horizontally (6 rows by 12 columns) for any one pair of frames. In

half the trials a horizontal figure area was presented, and in the other

half, a vertical figure area. The shift in the position of the figure area

which occurred when the frames were interchanged was 13' for the displace- ..-

ment of 2;-cell width or 26' for the displacement of one-cell width. Two

different line lengths were used for the elements of the frame, either 9'

or 18'. The luminances of the short and long line elements were 0.13 and

0.075 mL, respectively. (In previous experiments of the same kind, the

luminance of elements has been shown to have no effect on the percepts

produced by the display.) The display was viewed from a distance of one

,:ieter in a completely dark room. The dark spaces between the line elements

of the frames of the display had a luminance of less than 0.001 mL. Each

frame in a display sequence (trial) lasted for 170 msec. The interval

between frames (hereafter ISI) was varied. It was either id, 30, 50, 80

or 120 msec. The total time for which each sequence of frames was

presented was 2 sec. In all, there were forty different types of displays

or conditions which resulted from the factorial combination of the two

orientations of the figure area, two displacements of the second frame

with respect to the first, two line-element lengths, and five ISIs. The

pair of frames which was alternated to produce the dynamic display for

each condition was generated with a different random seed for each trial

for each subject to ensure that differences among the conditions were not

due to the particular random patterns used for any condition. Stimulus

frames were generated by a PDP 11/10 computer and btored in display files

on a floppy diskette. To present a pair of alternating frames to a subject,

the contents of the appropriate display files were transferred to the
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computer's memory. Under program control a VT-li Graphics Display

Processor (Digital Equipment Corporation) utilized the information in the

computer's memory to produce the pattern on a VR 14 CRT display with a

P-31 phosphor.

Subjects. Six graduate students served as volunteer observers for

the experiment. Three of the students were experienced psychophysical

observcrs and three were not. Visual acuity of all students was either

20/20 or corrected to 20/20.

Piocedure. Each observer participated in one experimental session

which lasted less than one hour. During the session tnere were seven

blocks of forty trials, one trial in each block with one of the forty

different displays. The order of presentation of the displays within a

block was random, and the first block of forty trials was used as

practice arid was not analyzed as part of the results. There were approximately

5 seconds between each 2-second trial. After each trial the observer's

task was to report whether the figure area (seen as a global subjective

figure) was vertical or horizontal and how clear the subjective figure

L appeared on a scale from I (unclear) to 7 (clear). The clarity judgment

was based on how distinct the subjective figure appeared against the back-

(yround and how sharp its subjective contours appeared.

Results and discussion. Both the discrimination (of orientation) and

clarity data were essentially identical for all six observers, arid therefore

only group data are reported. The observers were always able to identify

correctly the orientation of the figure area for Doth line lengths, for

ooth degrees of framne displactrient, and for all ISIs; i.e., their responses

were ]00> correct in all conditions. The results are somewhat in contrast
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to those of Braddick (1974) who found that observers were unable to

discriminate the orientation of correlated groups of elements in dynamic

random-element displays with ISIs as long as 80 or 120 msec. One possible

reason for the difference in results is that our experiment was conducted

in the dark. While our second experiment was run chiefly for other reasons,

it was conducted in a lighted room to determine whether the amount of room

illumination would affect the error rate.

The phenomenal appearance of the figure area (global subjective

figure) changed for the different displays. Qualitatively speaking, the

subjective figure varied in its appearance from a well-formed rectangle

with sharp edges and corners when it was most clear to a nebulous

elongated ellipse when it was least clear. The shape of the subjective

figure never degraded to the point that its orientation was not discriminable,

but as the quantitative estimates attest, the changes were large and

consistent across observers. The quantitative estimates of clarity are

summarized in Figure 27 where the mean clarity rating Is plotted as a

function of the ISI for the different dynamic displays. The results shown

in Figure 27 were averaged across line element length and across subjective

figure orientation since neither variable had a significant effect on the

clarity of the subjective figure. Each function represents a different

degree of frame displacement. As can be seen in Figure 27,the clarity of

the subjective figure decreased as ISI increased [F (4, 20) = 44.9, P <

0.0011. Also, the clarity of the subjective figure was less when the

foreground area was displaced by the larger amount [F (1, 5) = 12, P <

0.0251.

The entire pattern of clarity results is consistent with those
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reported by Braddick (1974), although the absolute values of our clarity

ratings were nigher at long ISIs. But again, our lower prevailing light

level might have resulted in the higher absolute clarity values. The fact

that line length does not affect the perception of the correlated areas

means that, as long as line orientation remains constant across frames,

displays with lines appear to have no real advantage or disadvantage over

displays with dots or squares as elements. However, as the next experiment

demonstrated, there is an advantage of using lines if one is trying to

understand the basis for the local match-ups which result in the perception

of a global subjective figure.

Experiment J: Element orientation

This experiment was designed to examine the basis for the local

pairings of elements which contribute to the perception of a global

subjective figure in dynamic random-line displays like that employed in

Experiment I. For example, on the one hand, it is possible that the

individual line elements are each treated as an amorphous blob of light

when pairings of elements in corresponding positions of the successive

frames are established. Or, the connections between elements in corres-

ponding positions may be based upon the definition of one connon point.

In either case, the quality of the subjective figure should rot be

adversely affected by any change in shape of the elements across frames of

the display. On the other hand, it may be that all points comprising the

individual line elements enter into the determination of the local pairings

of the elements. Or, the locil pairings may be based upon the outputs of

shape-sensitive mechanisms (e.g., line detectors). In the latter two

cases, the quality of the global subjective figure in random-line displays
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may be adversely affected by a change in shape of the elements across frames.

Specifically, local pairings of elements in correlated positions may occur

only if the elements have identical or nearly identical orientations. If

so, a subjective figure may not emerge when the orientation of elements in

one frame of the display is very different from that of elements in the

second frame.

The major independent variable in the second experiment was the degree

of difference in the orientation of line elements in successive frames of

the display. ISI and line length were also included as independent

variables, the latter in order to determine in what way it might interact

with orientation difference. Also, the experiment was run in a lighted

room to determine whether an increase in the light level over that ý.sed in

Experiment I would decrease discrimination accuracy and clarity ratings

at long ISIs (> 50 msec) as suggested earlier.

Method. In general the stimulus displays, their method of generation,

and the procedures followed during an experimental session were the Zame

as in the first study with the exceptions described below. The magnitude

of the shift in the position of the figure area was not a variable, but

was kept constant at 13'. Only three ISIs were used: 10, 30 and 80 msec.

A difference in the orientation of the elements, from one frame to the

next, was introduced as a new variable. The line elements in one frame

were always vertical, but all elements in the second frame were rotated

clockwise about their center in the plane of t,•.e display through an angle

of either 00, 300 or 600. In all, there were 36 different types of

disp',ays or conditions which resulted from the factorial combination of

the two global orientations of the figure area (vertical or horizontal),
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two line-element lengths (9' or 18'), three ISIs, and three differences of

line-element orientation across the two frames of the dynamic display.

The experiment was run in a lighted room. The luminance of the long

lines, regardless of their orientation, was 3.0 niL; that of the short

lines, regardless of orientation, 3.6 niL. The luminance of the dark areas

between elements on the CRT was 0.7 mL. It was due to the low ambient

room illumination.

Sub ects. Six students served as volunteer observers for the

experiment. Two of the students were experienced psychophysical observers

and had served as observers in Experiment 1. All subjects either had

uncorrected 20/20 visual acuity or were corrected to it with eyeglasses.

Results and discussion. Both the discrimination and clarity data

were essentially identical for all six observers, and therefore only group

data are reported. The discriniiniatiori data are given in Table 1, and the

clarity data are given in Table 2. Each entry in both tables is the mean

of the responses for the six observers.

Consider first the row means. Each row mean summarizes the results

for a display with a different interstimulus interval. An inspection of

the row means reveals that the ability of an observer to identify the

orientation of the subjective figure and the clarity of the subjective

figure both decreased as ISI increased. With an 80-msec ISI the average

clarity ratinq (1.3) was near the minimum of one, and discrimination

performance (56.1) was just above the chance level of 50§•. The deteriora-

tion of discrimination performance and figure clarity with an 80-msec ISI

is just as prominent in the data for the 0°-orientation differrice

condi tions by thenselves. In general, then, unlike the ISI effect in
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TABLE 1

SUBJECTIVE CLARITY OF FIGURE AREA AS A FUNCTION OF
LINE LENGTH, ORIENTATION DIFFERENCE, AND INTERSTIMULUS INTERVAL.

EXPERIMENT J.

ISI SHORT LINES LONG LINES MEAN

ORIENTATION ORIENTATION

00 300 600 00 300 600

10 ms 5.9 5.5 5.2 5.9 4.7 2.1 4.9

30 ms 4.5 4.4 3.8 4.4 3.4 ].6 3.7

80 ms 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.' 1.3

MEAN 3.9 3.7 3.4 3.9 3.2 1.6
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rABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT DISCRIMINATIONS OF THE ORIENTATION
OF THE FIGURE AREA AS A FUNCTION OF LINE LENGTH, ORIENTATION DIFFERENCE,

AND INTERSTIMULUS INTERVAL.
EXPERIMENT J.

ISi SHORT LINES LONG LINES MEAN J

ORIENTATION ORIENTATION f

00 300 600 00 300 600 0t

10 ms 100 100 100 100 100 93 98.9

30 ms 100 100 98 97 100 66 93.6

80 ms 58 51 50 66 56 55 56.1

MEAN 86 84 83 88 85 71

3.
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Experiment I in a dark room, the ISI effect in Experiment J in a lighted

room is in good accord with the results of Braddick (1974) both in relative

and absolute magnitude. It can be concluded that whatever the mechanism

-by which the orientation of the subjective figure was identified, it

operated more effectively at long ISIs if the observer was in the dark I
rather than in the light.

Now consider the column means. Each column mean summarizes the

resuits for a display having a particular line-element lenQth and difference

of element orientation across frames. For both tables an examination of the

column means reveals an interaction between the two variables of line

length and orientation difference. The variation of column means due to

a change of orientation difference is less for short line elements than

for long elements. For both sets of data the interaction is statistically

significant [F (2, 18) = 18.4, p < 0.001 for discrimination performance,

and F (2, 18) = 67.0, p 0.001 for clarity ratings]. The nature of the

interactions can be more readily appreciated in Figures 28 and 29 where

discrimination performance and clarity ratings, respectively, are plotted

as a function of the magnitude of the orientation difference of the elements

in successive frames with element length as a parameter. As can be seen

in Figure 28, the ability of an observer to identify the orientation of

the subjective figure decreased as orientation difference increased, but

the decrease is much more pronounced with long line elements than with

short ones. Similarly, as can be seen in Figure 29, the clarity of the

subjective figure deteriorated more quickly for long lines than for short

lines as orientation difference increased.

The across-frame shape or form required of elements if they are to
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contribute to the emergence of a global subjective figure in a dynamic

display (Experiment J) is surprisingly similar to that required of

elements in the half-images of stereograms if they are to contribute to a

global stereoscopic figure (Frisby and Julesz, 1975). Frisby and Julesz

found that the depth percept obtained with a random-line stereogram

collapsed gradually as differences in orientation were introduced between

lines in the left and right half-images. The longer the lines in the

stereogram, the greater was the rate of collapse of the depth percept

with orientation difference. Frisby and Julesz emphasize the point that

the amount of depth perceived between the global Cyclopean square and

the background in their experiments was related in a gradual quantitative

manner to events operating at a local level between elements. In the same

way, the quality of the global subjective figure in our displays depended

in a systematic way upon the local relationships of elements in successive

time frames.

The generation of a subjective figure in random-element displays

like that used in Experiment J demands that the spatial processing of the

frames be carried out with a grain of the same order of magnitude as the

spacing among the elements. Since the cells in the imaginary matrix used

to generate the individual frames was 26', areas as small as this had to

be compared for the presence or absence of a line element. If the grain

of spatial processing were no finer than the matrix grain it would not

matter what the orientation of the line elements was from one frame to the

next because each element would be represented or treated as a blob only.

The fact that orientation difference did have an effect in Experiment J

means that the grain of spatial processing responsible for the generation
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of the subjective figure was finer than the matrix grain. Because the

generation of a subjective figure depends at least in a first stage upon

the processing of fine-grain spatial information (spatial frequency

components greater than 2 c/deg) and because the generation of a

subjective figure requires a short interval between frames, it is likely

that the generation of the subjective figure begins with signal

processing in sustained channels.
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DYNAMIC TEXTURE PROCESSING

The experiments described in this section were designed to study the

manner in which global texture information contributes to the perceptual

grouping and movement of line elements in a dynamic visual display. One

example of a display (Pantle, 1973) which has been used to demonstrate

the role of global texture information is as follows. Line segments are

positioned randomly (0.5 density) in the cells of a 20 x 25 imaginary

array (see Figure 30). In a given pattern the elements (indicated by B's

in Figure 30) which are used to fill a small subset (3 x 10 cell area) of

the entire array differ from background elements (indicated by A's in

Figure 30) in the remainder of the array. The A elements might be vertical

line segments, and the B elements, horizontal line segments. A second

pattern is generated in the same way except that the position of the 3 x 10

cell subset (texture cluster) is changed (see Figure 31). When the two

uncorrelated patterns of line segments are alternately presented at a

rapid rate, subjects see the texture cluster moving in toto back and

forth. The perception of the apparently moving texture cluster is

distinguished from other similar phenomena by two important characteristics.

(1) The perception and movement of the texture cluster cannot be due to

the processing of low spatial frequency luminance information because there

is no average brightness difference between the cluster and background of

each frame of the display. It is therefore not like the group movement

sensation produced by the element-group display. (2) Th• perception of the

Lexture cluster and its movement cannot arise from a spatiotemporal cross-

correlation of the intensity distribution of successive frames because

pairings of point-for-point intensities across the frames are random no
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matter iiow the two patterns are aligned one with the other. The perception,

therefore, is not like the perception of a displaced set of elements in

alternating random-element patterns.

If the texture cluster display is viewed continuously and the frames

are alternated at a rapid enough rate, the apparent movement of the texture

cluster disappears (adapts) and oftentimes the texture cluster itself

fragments perceptually. In the series of experiments described below we

have (1) examined the time course and recovery of the adaptation process

and (2) measured the amount of cross-adaptation that occurs between

texture clusters defined by different texture cues.

Experiment K: Recovery from adaptation

When the cluster movement sensation disappears or the texture cluster

itself fragments after prolonged viewing, it is possible to restore it by

looking away from the display for a few seconds and then looking back at

the display. This observation has only been made informally, and it is

the purpose of the present experiment to explore the "recovery" of the

sensation systematically. To this end, the cluster movement display was

viewed by an observer until the cluster movement or the texture cluster

itself disappeared (hereafter called disappearance time), at which time

the observer pushed a button which terminated the display. After a

variable recovery interval, the same display reappeared and the observer

viewed it again until the cluster movement or the cluster itself disappeared

a second time. The second disappearance time provided a measure of the

recovery from the adaptation produced by viewing the display the first time.

Stimuli andapparatus. All stimuli were generated in advance of the

experiment and were stored on a disk by a PDP 11/10 computer. They were
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subsequently displayed on the face of an oscilloscope coated with a

rapid-decay phosphor (P31) by the same computer.

The two frames of the cluster movement display used in the present

experiment are shown in Figure 32. The display was viewed binocularly

and without a fixation point from a distance of 103 cm. At this distance

one of the frames (18 x 22 array) subtended a visual angle of 8014'

vertically and 11006' horizontally. Individual line segments in each

frame subtended 3'40" in width and 20'3" in length. The cluster of

horizontally oriented line segments subtended 40 vertically and 10 20'

horizontally; the distance between the closest edges of the cluster in one

frame and the cluster in the second frame was 30171. The luminance of the

line elements was 1.8 mL; the luminance of the dark spaces bewteen

elements, 5.5 x 10-2 mL.

Procedure. Observers served in one practice session and a number of

experimental sessions, each conducted on a separate day. During the

practice session, each observer viewed the apparent movement of the cluster

that resulted from the alternation of the pair of stimulus frames. For

each display sequence, the duration of each frame was 170 msec. The

interval between frames (ISI) was 30 msec. The observer viewed each

sequence until the cluster grouping and/or its movement disappeared.

Almost all of the disappearance times were between 10 and 25 msec.

During each experimental session an observer viewed the display

sequence twice on each trial. The observer pushed a button to terminate

the display sequence when the cluster grouping and/or its movement

disappeared the first time. After a variable recovery interval in which

the display screen was blank for 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000,
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8000, or 16000 msec, the observer viewed the display again until the

cluster grouping and/or its movement disappeared a second time. The

observer again pushed a button to tenninate the display. Both the first

and second disappearance times were recorded for each trial. During each

display sequence and during the recovery inLerval, the observer directed

his gaze toward the center of the display screen while attending to the

entire screen. Enough experimental sessions (three or four) were conducted

Xo obtain 9 pairs of disappearance times for each of the 10 different

recovery intervals. The recovery intervals were run in blocks, and the

order of presentation of intervals within blocks was random.

Three practiced psychophysical observers and three naive observers

participated in the experiment. The results for the naive obALrvers were

identical to those for the trained observers in all important respects,

and only the results for the t.-ained observers are summarized below.

Results. A sumnary of the results of the experiment is given in

Figure 33. Each point on the 5olid function in the top panel of the

fioure is the mean of 27 measurements (9 replications for each of the 3

trained observers) of the first disaoearance time (u) of the di ;~ 2
&

segiuence. There is no reason to expect that tj should vary as a function

of the recovery interval which follows, tne first display sequence, and as

can be seen in the figure, t; remained constant within the limits of

ex.perimental error, -. ross the various recovery intervals. The dashed

fu!ection rerresents the "-ear of the second disappearance tine (t ) for each,

Lrjl . ,ts shomn iyr. the f-inure, t increased imonotonicallv with the lerngth

ct toe r;-(.•:,verv interval insert. (2 tw.eeC the first and second di s;l.'a

s(500uHnCeS. .nis r~eans trat tho :nerce-tua' (iroup-inc and cuter ,.ovtr.ert
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tendency was stronger and took a longer time to adapt after longer

recovery intervals. The function in the bottom panel of Figure 33 gives

the ratio t•/t 1 for each recovery interval. If the processes responsible

for perceptual grouping and movement were fully restored during the

recovery interval, then t2 should be equal to t, and the ratio would be

equal to 1.0. As can be seen in the figure, full recovery from adaptation

took approximately 16 sec. Recovery was fairly slow over the first 500

msec where t 2 was abou; one-third t1, but increased rapidly over recovery

intervals between 1-16 sec.

In the experiment just described the cluster movement display, when

it is presented for the first time in a given trial, can be regarded as an

adapting display, and when it is presented the second time, a test display.

Viewed in this way, the experiment was an attempt to determine the effects

of an adapting display on an identical test display. In the next two

experiments, we had subjects view one type of cluster movement display

(adapting) in order to determine what effect it had on the disappearance

time measured with a different cluster movement display (test). Different

types of adapting displays were used in different conditions of the

experiment.

Eýxperiment L: Components of adaptation to texture stimuli

When the inspection of one stimulus (adapting display) affects the

perception of a second stimulus (test display), it is assumed that a common

visual mechanism responds to both stimuli. If two entirely different

mechanisms were responsible for the processing of an adapting and test

display, the inspection of the adapting stimulus should have no effect upon

the perception of the test stimulus. Using this logic, we conducted a
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cluster movement study in which observers inspected adapting displays having

various degrees of similarity to a test display.

The test display was the same as the cluster movement display of the

recovery experiment, i.e. contained horizontal cluster elements on

vertical background elements. The adapting displays had at least six

dimensions upon which they could be compared with the test display. The

adapting displays and the "similarity dimensions" are summarized in Table 3.

Either the displays possessed the following characteristics or they did not.

A more complete description is given in the Stimuli and Apparatus section.

(1) CLUSTER--the display contained a cluster of like-oriented
elements which were distinct from the background elements;

(2) BACKGROUND ELEMENT POSITION--line elements in the background
were in the same position as background elements in the
test display;

(3) CLUSTER ELEMENT POSITION--within each cluster the line elements
were in the same position as those in the test display;

(4) CLUSTER ELEMENT ORIENTATION--within each cluster the orientation
of the line elements was the same as that of cluster
elements of the test display;

(5) BACKGROUND ELEMENT ORIENTATION--the background elements had the
same orientation as the background elements of the test
display;

(6) COMMON ELEMENTS (OTHER)--somewhere in the display there were
elements with orientations the same as those found some-
where in the test display.

One simple prediction that one might make on the basis of a multi-

stage model for the cluster movement sensation is that the effect of any

adapting display would be directly proportional to the total number of

dimensions it had in common with the test display, assuming that the

dimensions were of equal importance in determining perceptual groupings and

apparent movement. Referring to Table 3, the reduction of degradation
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF ADAPTING DISPLAY TYPES AND DIMENSIONS OF
SIMILARITY WITH TEST DISPLAY

Adapting display*

Control
Dimension (Blank) OBOB HH VV NH PH OB Vii HV

Cluster X X X X X

Background element position x ( X X X

Cluster element position X X X X

Cluster element orientation X X X

Background element orientation x X

Common elements (other) X X X X X X

Total number of common 0 1 2 3 3 4 3 4 6
adimensions

*Key: OBOB: line elements all 45 deg clockwise off vertical

HH: line elements all horizontal

VV: line elements all vertical

NH: element positions in cluster negatively correlated
with those of HV and of the same orientation, with
blank background

PH: element positions in cluster uositively correlated
with those of HV a'-d of the same orientation, with
blank background

OB: cluster elements 45 deg clockwise off vertical on
background elements 45 deg counterclockwise off
vertical

VH: vertical cluster elements on horizontal background
el ements

HV: hori v-r'tal cluster elements on vertical backaround
el efrents
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time would be predicted to increase from left to right across the table;

i.e., displays on the right side of the table would be expected to produce

short degradation times while those on the left, relatively long degradation

times.

An alternative prediction might be based upon the assumption that some

dimension or subset of dimensions was more important for adaptation than

the others. With this assumption it would be predicted that adapting

displays containing the more heavily weighted dimension(s) would reduce the

degradation time of the test display substantially more than the other

adapting displays. For example, if having a cluster and a background were

critical, the OB, VH, and HV adapting displays would reduce test cluster

degradation time significantly more than the remaining displays. Rather

than a gradual difference in degradation time from the CONTROL to the HV

adapting display, there would be a gradual decrease from the CONTROL to the

PH display, followed by a sharp decrease in degradation time for the OB,

VH, and HV adapting displays.

Subjects. Eleven subjects with normal or optically corrected vision

served in the experiment either in partial fulfillment of course require-

ments or as paid volunteers. All subjects were naive with respect to the

purpose of the experiment, and none were experienced psychophysical observers.

Stiimuli and al)r)aratus. All sLimuli were generated in advance of the

experiment and were stored on a disk by a PDP 11/10 computer. They were

subsequently displayed on the face of an oscilloscope coated with a rapid-

decay phosphor (P31) by the same computer. Each stimulus sequence consisted

of two frames alternating in time. A frame consisted of line segments

positioned randomly (0.5 density) in an 18 row x 22 column imaginary matrix
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(see Figure 30). The random positioning of line-elements in the first

frame of each sequence was the same for all pairs of frames; likewise, for

the second frame. The correlation between the element positions of the

first frame and the second frame was zero, no matter how the frames were

aligned.

Eight different pairs of stimulus frames (each pair used for a

different display) were generated and classified into three categories:

(a) no cluster, (b) cluster and background, and (c) cluster only. In the

non-cluster frames, the line segments were all of the same orientation (all

horizontal, HH; all vertical, VV; or all 45 deg clockwise from vertical,

OBOB). In the cluster frames, a small area of like-oriented elements was

positioned in each matrix, with the remaining elements (background) of a

different orientation. In one frame the cluster (3 x 10 cell area) was

positioned on the right half of the matrix and the other frame on the left

(see Figures 30 and 31). In the HV frames, the cluster elements were

horizontal and the background elements were vertical. For the VH frames,

the cluster elements were vertical and the background elements horizontal.

The third pair of cluster frames, OB, had elements 45 deg clockwise from

vertical in the cluster and 45 deg counterclockwise from vertical in the

background.

The third category of stimulus frames differed from the others in

that a cluster appeared in each frame, but no background elements were

present. In one stimulus of this type, PH, the horizontal line-element

positions within the cluster were positively correlated (+1) with the

positions of cluster elements in the test display, as were the positions

of elements in the HV, VH, and OB displays. That is, the positions of all
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the cluster elements in the four adapting stimuli and in the test display

were identical. The second cluster-only stimulus display, NH, had cluster

elements whose positions were negatively correlated (-1.0 correlation) with

those in the test display. In other words, the positions of the elements

in the NH display were located in those imaginary cells in which no lines

appeared in the test display and in the HV, VH, and OB displays.

The viewing distance, spatial dimensions of the displays and

elements, and the luminance of the elements and the spaces between elements

were the same as those of the last experiment.

Procedure. Subjects served in one practice session and three

experimental sessions, each conducted on a different day. During the

practice session, each subject observed the apparent movement of the cluster

which resulted from the alternation of the two stimulus frames. Additionally,

each subject was trained to make judgments about the perceptual degradation

of the cluster that typically occurs after prolonged viewing. A variety

of stimulus frame durations (FDs) and interframe intervals (ISIs) were

used in training the subject.

Each experimental session consisted of nine trials, eight trials in

which one of the eight stimulus displays (described above) was used and

one control trial. A trial began with a 30-sec adaptation period followed

immediately by the test display (HV). During the adaptation period one

of the eight stimulus displays (or a blank screen, in the case of the

control trial) was presented. The test display appeared on the screen

until the subject indicated that the cluster or its movement had

perceptually degraded. The adaptation frames had an on-time (duration) of

267 msec and an ISI of 117/ msec. At this cycle rate the cluster, if present,
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did not perceptually degrade. The test sequence (HV) was always presented

with a frame duration of 167 msec and an ISI of 67 msec. During each

session the order of adapting conditions was randomly determined for each

subject.

On each trial the subject sat facing an oscilloscope screen with his

righthand resting on a teletype keyboard. The subject was instructed to

view the screen with a passive "global stare," one that encompassed the

entire screen. Furthermore, the subject was cautioned not to fixate the

apparently moving cluster or any particular line segments. When the test

cluster degraded and/or the apparent movement of the cluster became

erratic, the subject pressed a key on the teletype in order to terminate

the trial. The duration of the trial (from onset of test display to key

depression) represented a single estimate of the subject's degradation time

(DT). Three estimates of the DT were obtained for each of the nine

conditions for each subject.

During the experimental sessions, the subject was instructed to

request that a condition be repeated if he was not confident that the

judgment made was accurate; e.g., he may have felt he blinked at a

critical time or pressed the key prematurely.

Results. Each subject provided three estimates of degradation time

for each of the nine conditions. The median DT was determined for each

subject and condition. The medians were analyzed with a one-way repeated

measures analysis of variance (see Table 4). There was a significant

main effect due to adapting condition [E (8, 80) = 11.843, p < .001].

For each condition the individual median DTs were averaged across

subjects. Figure 34 shows tha mean DT as a function of adapting condition.
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TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE OF INDIVIDUAL MEDIAN DTs:
EXPERIMENT L. -

aUu,' df MS F

Adalltig condition (A) 8 114.710 11.843*

•ulIJtct• (S) 10 238.498

'� 810 9.686

""001
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The figure indicates that FT vas inversely proportional to the number of

dirensions in common between the adapting and test displays. A ,•ewoman-Keuls

analysis indicated that the wean DT for the HV adapting condition was

significantly less than that of all the other conditions, and that the mearn

OT for the control condition was significantly greater than all other mean

DTs (all Ds < .01). No other differences were significant (see Table 5).

Discussion. in many prcvious stuý_ies of object constancy daid

perceptual grouping using movcment paraddigJms it has been found that visual

nechanisms are quitp 'pi!e.stic" in what they will accept as one oh ject in

moti on. Classical apia rent ii;ovement experimrnts (e.g., Kol ers, 1972;

Kau fman, 197; Navoi, 1976) in .;hich the stimuli are typicallv single

isola ted objects against a hackyreuw_' of. -.!i orr intensity have shown that

stimulus details are not critical for the perception of objects in apparent

movement. However, the finding that ;pecific detail information is not

critical may, in part, be a result of the type of research paradigm used

and the questions asked. Our cross-adaptation paradigm is more analytical

with resoect to the factors which contribute to the perception of a movinq

object and it provides quantitative itforrmation about the magnitude of the

contribution of those factors.

Our cross-ada,+tation data support the following conclusions. (1) The

mechanisms responsible for the perception of the moving texture cluster are

to some extent affected by the detailed features of the texture cluster.

There viere differences in degradation, time among adapting conditions which

coritcired clusters defined by different elements. (2) At some stage in

the processirn of the texture cluster, there oIust he a representation of

the cluster that is independent of the specific texture cues which define
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F

the cluster. Otherwise, the presence or absence of a cluster in the

adapting displays would not have been one of the factors which influenced

degradation time. Taken together, these two conclusions suggest that the

perception of the texture cluster and its movement may depend upon at least A

a two-stage process in which a low-pass spatial filter operation is per-

Sformed on a topographic pattern of activity in arrays of feature (high -•

I
spatial frequency) detectors. -

Experiment M: Temporal requirements for texture processing

In Experiment L the dimensions which were used to define similarity 4]

between adapting and test displays were all spatial characteristics of the A

individual frames of the displays. In the present experiment on dynamic

texture processing we examined the effects of the temporal characteristics

of the adapting and test displays on the perception of the moving texture

clusters. A second purpose of the present experiment was the introduction

of a new dependent measure of cluster coherence and movement, Up to this

point we employed cluster degradation time per se as our dependent measure.

Because the dearadation of the cluster sometimes appears to occur gradually

over several seconds, a subject's ability to maintain a constant criterion

for degradation is highly critical. Rather than ask subjects to make exact

estimates of the point in time at which degradation occurred, test

intervals of four different durations were used. For any given trial a

particular test interval duration was chosen, and the subject rated the

degree of degradation that had occurred within the test interval. It was

felt that the new method of determining cluster degradation would he an

easier task for the subject, be less susceptible to criterion shifts, and

be more sensitive to small differences in degradation times across
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experimental conditions.

Subjects. Eight subjects with normal or optically corrected vision

served in the experiment either in partial fulfillment of course require-

ments or as volunteers.

Stimuli and apparatus. All stimuli were generated and presented to

the subjects in the same manner as in Experiments K and L. Two pairs of

stimulus frames were generated, one for the adapting display and one for

the test display. The HV test display was identical to that used in

Exiperiment L. The line seqrmerts in the adapting display were in the same

positions as those in the test frames. The cluster elements of the

adapting display were vertical; the background elements were oriented 5 deg

clockwise from vertical. The slight change in background ele.ient orienta-

tion allowed the subject to easily discriminate the change from the

adaptation to the test display. The ISI was 67 msec for both adapting

and test displays.

There were 12 conditions: 9 experimental and 3 control. The nine

experimental conditions were made up of the factorial combination of

adapting frame duration (100, 167, and 267 msec) and test ft.,me duration

(100, 167, and 267 msec). The three control conditions were similar to the

control condition of Experiment L in that the adapting display was a blank

screen. In the control conditions the test displays had FDs of either

,100, 167, or 267 msec. The spatial dimensions of the stimuli were the

same as those of Experiment K.

Procedure. Subjects served in one practice session and four

experimental sessions, each 30 niin in duration. The practice and experi-

mental sessions were conducted in a manner similar to that used for
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Experiment L. The rlajor procedural change was the dependent measure used.

- Rather than using degradation time per se as the dependent measure, on

each trial the subject was presented with one of four test display

durations (5, 10, 15, or 20 sec). The subject's task was to rate the

degree of degradation that occurred within each test interval using a

three-point rating scale. If there was no chance in the appearance of

stimulus sequence during the test interval, a rating of "0" was given.

If the subject was not sure, but thought that the cluster or its movement

had begun to deqrade or change, a rating of "I" was used. A rating of

'2" indicated that the subject was fairly certain that tne texture

cluster or its movement hau degraded.

Each experimental session consisted of 12 trials, chosen from the

48 total trials (12 conditions x 4 test interval durations). The trials

presented in any session were randomly determined with the following

constraint: each adapting and test frame duration and each test display

duration occurred equally often in each experimental session. As in

Experiment L, each trial began with a 30-sec adaptation period, followed

immediately by the test display.

The experimenter initiated each -Lf ial arid siiru-taiieous!y started a

stopwatch. The experimenter terminated the trial at the end of each test

interval. After each test interval the subject gave his ratirig verbally.

Results. There were 43 conditions (12 adaptation-test conditions x

-; test intervals) for which each subject gave degradation ratings. Each

subject's ratings were totaled over test interval duration to provide the

new measure of degradation. A high total was comparaule to a short

decradation tine in Exoenimer it L. The individual ratings were totalled
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across the different test durations in order to provide a stahle measure

.for the purpose of analyzing the main independent variables of adapting and

test frame duration (FD). The degraddLion rating totals (DRTs) were

analyzed with a 4 (adaptation) x 3 (test) repeated measures analysis of

variance (see Table 6). There were significant main effects due to

adaptation [F (3, 21) = 20.733, p R .002] and test condition [F (2, 14)

25.517, p < .001]. There was no significant interaction.

For each of the 12 adaptation-test conditions the DRTs were

averaged across subjects. Figure 35 shows the mean ORT as a function of

adaptation and test condition. The figure indicates that all adapting

conditions produced more degradation (higher DRTs) than the control

conditions. Also, long FD adapting conditions tended to produce more

degradation than the short FD adapting condition. However, a Nevwan-Keuls

analysis did not show the trend to be statistically significant (see

Table 7).

Figures 36 and 37 show the adaptation and test effects, respectively,

as a function of the test display duration. Both figures show that more

degradation was reported as the duration of th'ý t~st display increased.

Figure 36 also shows that adapting displays with long FDs (167 and 267

nsec) produced more degradation than those with the short FD (100 msec).

Figure 37 shows that the amount of degradation reported was inversely

related to the duration of the frames of the test display.

The significant main effect of test FD and the tendency for adapting

effectiveness to be greater with longer adapting FDs is evidence that the

process responsible for the perception of the moving texture cluster is

a slow-acting one. In addition, there is no evidence that the adaptation
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TABLE 6

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INDIVIDUAL DEGRADATION
RATING TOTALS: EXPERIMENT M.

Source df MS F

Adaptation (A) 3 38.750 20.733*

Test (T) 2 98.156 25.517*

Subjects (S) 7 3.476

A x T 6 3.156 0.671

A x S 21 1.869

T x S 14 3.847

A x T x S 42 4.704

*p < .001.
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TABLE 7

NEWMAN-KEULS ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCES IN DEGRADATION
TOTALS FOR VARIOUS ADAPTATION CONJDITIONS:

EXPERIMENT M.

Adaptation Adapting frame duration (msec)
frame
duration
(drsec) Control 100 267 167 r CR(.05 CR(.OI)

Control 1.958** 2.625** 2.750** 4 1.1r05 i.401

.67 .7 92 3 .999 1.295

267 .125 2 .823 1.122

167

**p < .01.
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produced by a moving texture is temporally selective, as is the case with

a flickering disc (Pantle, 1971) or a moving sinusoidal luminance grating

(Tolhurst, Sharpe, and Hart, 1973). There was no interaction between

adapting and test FD, indicating that the effects of each variable were

independent of the other one. The lack of temporal selectivity suggests

that the displays with different temporal characteristics did not bring

different dynamic texture processes into play.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Dynamic sine-wave masking experiments provide strong evidence for

a sustained-transient model of visual information processing. Both

qualitative and quantitative predictions of the model were verified, and

unlike many previous tests of the model, the masking experiments do not

depend upon the ability of an observer to maintain two separate threshold

criteria.

2. The importance of the dynamic sine-wave masking results for

applied problems is demonstrated by the finding that the pattern of

masking effects of a background with a particular spatial frequency

content upon a set of test targets cannot be predicted without knowing

the temporal characteristics of both the background and the targets.

3. The shape of the overall spatial contrast sensitivity function

of the human visual system has been known for some time to change as a

function of temporal frequency and the level of light-dark adaptation.

Our experiments demonstrate that the change of shape is at least in part

due to changes in the spatial frequency response characteristics of both

sustained and transient channels, and not simply a consequence of a

changeover from one set of channels to the other.

4. Under conditions designed to be optimal for observing the spatial

spread of an inhibitory effect of transient channels on sustained

channels, we found none. The negative finding is a potential source of

difficulty for some accounts of metacontrast based upon a sustained-

transient model.

5. By means of a selective adaptation procedure with sine-wave
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gratings, it was demonstrated that the two perceptual states evoked by

a bistable motion display are attributable to the processing of different

spatial frequency components. Evidence was most conclusive that low

spatial frequency components processed by transient channels were

responsible for the perceptual grouping and global apparent movement of

the three lines in each frame of the display. If the result is

generalized to other dynamic displays or to the constantly changing optic

array produced by the real world, it means that some of the perceptual

organization which occurs is simply a consequence of passive low-pass

filtering of spatial frequency components by transient channels.

6. The visual system possesses the ability to extract or to

construct a global subjective figure out of a set of correlated elements

in alternating, Julesz-type random-element patterns. The results of our

correlational movement studies, in which we used lines as elements,

showed that the clarity of such a subjective figure decreases gradualjy as

the orientation difference of the elements in successive frames of the display

is increased. This result makes it unlikely that the first staqe in the

formation of the subjective figure consists of local point-by-point

comparisons of the intensity distributions of the two frames. Taken

together aith the fact that the subjective figure emerges only when the

interval between frames is short and the fact that the spatial frequency

content of the frames is concentrated in the high-frequency region of the

spectrum, the orientation result supports the idea that the first stage

of the fiqure formation process involves the ternnoral integration of

energy in successive frairies by hiuh s5patial freauency, sustained channels.

7. The perception of a suhjective figure based upon texture cues in

1 20



a dynamic display depends upon a process which consists of at least two

-adaptable components: one component involving a representation or coding

of the spatial details of the individual texture elements themselves, and

another component involving a representation or coding of the figure as

a whole. Perhaps, the simplest integration of these two findings is to

assume that the perception of figures based upon texture cues is the

result of a two-stage process in which a low-pass spatial filter operation

is performed on a topographic pattern of activity in arrays of feature

detectors.

8. The adapting effects which are produced by the continued

inspection of a moving texture stimulus, or the length of time that the

coherence and movement of a texture stimulus are maintained, were both

found to be directly related to the duration of the individual frames of

a dynamic texture display. The time required to process a moving texture

stimulus is considerably longer than that required to process a movina

stimulus defined by a luminance difference between the stimulus and its

surround.

9. The spatiotemporal properties of the grouping phenomena discussed

under conclusions 5, 6, and 7 are different, and the steps by which

perceptual organization is achieved in each case are probably different.

At present the three types of phenomena can be used independently (a) to

evaluate the quality of different types of dynamic displays and (b) to

identify potential sources of success and failure in visual performance

tasks involving human operators. More research is needed to understand

the manner in which the different organizational tendencies interact and to

specify more closely their relationship to a sustained-transient model.
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